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SUMMARY. ' A discussion on Kl3 decay is given, in the framework 

of SU(J)X SU{J) equal-time and light-cone commutation 

relations. 

. Kl3 decay is undoubtedly one of the most interesting and 

popular topics in the field of weak interactions. The reason, 

essentially, is that not only the experimental information on 

K13 decay allows pre~ise checks of some basic assumptions.qf 

the theory of weak interactions, but, also, it represents a 

sensible test of the theoretical approaches which are available. 

My talk will be devoted to a short survey on Kl3 decay, looking 

at the problem from the point of view of current·,algebra,. 

light-cone algebra and related techniqu~s. 

Let me start by briefly introducing the K13 process. 

A very gratifying point is that the experimental data strongly 

recommend the simple Cabibbo 'd~scription of semileptonic decays, 

based on V - A hadronic currents with octet behaviour under 

SU(3). Accordingly, the object of interes~ for the decay k-?TltVt 
is the matrix element 

<TCO(~)\\j;k+) \ k-Cp) = -k \ ·t(k.2.) (?+'t); + 

+ ~ - (k.).) ( p - <1. ') fA- j 
Ck.±) (4±U") . 

where Vr :: Vr is the vector part of the 65:: f1Q. 

) 
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~ ~ r ~ 
hadron current, and 'YY\.e :;; k. ~ \,.fYY\K-f'YY\~) in the physical 

decay region. 

A third form factor is usually introduced 

k.'" 
f)'Yj.t _ 'l'YI. 2.-

It TC 
(2 ) 

which is induced by the SU(3) breaking : 

(3) 

Rather than in terms of f , f , the process is better d~scribed 
+ -

by the form factors f+, , f, with which most of the theor'etical 

predictions are conc'erned. It seems reasonable to assume a 

linear variation for , all Kl3 form factors 

t± Ck~) = t±CO) ( i + ~~ k~.) 
rc 

~(k.~)= teO) (1+ ~~ I<-~), 
'It 

!l... 
r'VY\rc .. k (0) 

f.j. (0) 
Actually, the assumption of linear dependence for both f , f 

~ , + 
, amounts to implicitly neglect, A_, so that, within our 

parametrization (4), only 1 (0") and J\+ (01' A 0 and A+ ) 
are significant. 

How looks our experimental knowledge of ~ ( OJ and A ~. :''' ~ 
The least we can say, to be optimistic, is that it is controversial. 

The best established case is 
(1) 

gives 

k;" 3 , where an overall fit 

(5) 
Ke

3 
data, on the other hand, seem to suggest smaller values of 

A+ (typically, 0 . 029 ::: 0.006) so that, by comhining Kj-<.3 and 
(2 ) 

Ke
3 

experiments we find 

~ (0) = - O. b S :!: O. '-:0 
) 

A+ - O. O;'~:!:O.OOb 

~4':' 

(6) , 
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Fin"lly, the result "(0) = 0:00: 0;'18 can be found in the 

literature, which has been derived from the branching ratio 

r(k~l)/r(v..~31 assuming A+~ 0.03. (1) Anyway, most of the 

data point towards a negative and sizeable value of ~(O) ; 

since~ E. 0 in the SU(3) 

first sight, easy to fit 

limit, this result does not seem, at 

in the current picture of SU(3) as 

an approximate symmetry of the hadrons. 

Now,'the thoretical aim is t o evaluate the form fac tors, 

or, at least, to get predictions on them . 

A first possibility is represented by simple 

models, like e:g. K* dominance of f+, which gives 

in rough agreement with most of the Ke
3 

data. 

theoretical 
!t 

A+ :. 1'1'l\~ ~ O.02.t\ 
I'O\~ ... '. I 

Alternatively, one can exploit general statements on the 

weak currents, like current algebra (and light-cone algebra), 

concerning their transformation and partial conservation properties. 

SU(3), of course, is the first candidate, and the information 

which comes from the aigebra of SU(3) 

well-known relation (3) 

+(0) = ~+(O) - i + O(ti) 

charges alone is the 

(7) 

which states that the depart~re of f (0) from its SU(3) symmetric 
+. . 

value is of second order in the breaking. This result, although 

of extreme importance, has not proved enough, so far, to produce 

a quantitative prediction on Kl3 de'cay, since a reliable evaluation 

of the corrections 0 ( £.~) is '~ot at hand (4) , the only immediate 

,indication which we can derive, assumi ng octet dominance, 

is the limitation f+(O)< 1. Moreover, a relation of the kind 

in Eq.(7) is not easy to test, since only t he product f+(O)x' 

sin 9 c is determined by experiment, ~ c:. being the Cabibbo angle . 

We are lead therefore to extend our considerations from 

SU(3) to the SU(3) x SU(3) algebra generated by the vector 

and axial vector currents, supplemented by the PCAC hypothesis, 
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namely,' to soft~pion theory. Soft-pion theorems are, among the 

predictions of current algebra, the easiest ' to test experimentally 

and, as well known, they work in many cases so well that we are 

inclined to consider the smallness of the pion mass, which is 
.: 

the essence of the PCAC assumption, not as a dynamical accident 

but, more seriously, as the manifestatio~ of an approximate 

chiral SU(Z) x SU(Z) symmetry ·of the hadron world, exactly ~ealized 

in the limit 'YY\n: = O. In our case, the soft-pion result is 

represented by the Callan-Treiman relation, which states that, 

in the limit of vanishing mass and momentum 

-?\c -
~r.: 

of the emitted pion 

(8 ) 

or, in terms of the form factor f 

+(f\'Y\~) 1\. (9) 

:?-r.:: 
Now, it happens that if we assume, according toPCAC, the 

Callan-Treiman result to hold without sensible variations on 

the pion mass-shell too) its simple linear extrapolation to the 

physical region turns out to be inconsistent' with the experim~ntal 

indication, ·since we find, from Eq. (4), inserting the experimental 

.values of A + : 
~CO\~ -O,?>l and 

in contrast with the figures (5) and (7). 

This is not very pleasant, of course, if we believe t!J.at 

the soft-pion picture has some adherence' to the physical world. 

Then, unless we want to invent some extra effects to explain 

this failure, the corrections to the PCAC result, due to the 

finite size of the pion mass,must be taken into account before 

trying a comparison with the experiment. The pres.cription to 

extrapolate soft-pion theorems onto the mass shell is not unique 

and depends, so to say, on the author's taste. I choose to 

review three among the most recent examples. 

351 
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A very simple approAch is represented by the rest-frame 

.saturation of equal-time commutation relations of SU(3) x SU(3) 

In shorthand notation \' 

. (1. + ~ ).~ l(I)'(l~-tmlS~l ~ h + d ( ttYlr.:) 
'Yf\ I<. ~ i\; 

(1'2 ) 

It goes without saying that, for 1Ynji: ~ 0, the Callan-Treiman 

relation is reproduced. It' is easily realized· that the extrapolation 

~ k:~ is performe.d along a parabola in the (<=I,., ) plane, represented 
~ :I, . """ ~ 

in Fig. 1, connecting the soft-pion point q = 0 I k.. == .," Ie. 
. t 1 .2 (, \J... 

to the nearest point of the physical region,'t.-:::t"('(\lllk =Lfl/'\k.-'hii ): 
. I-

indeed, Eq.(10) is a dispersion relation where both the "mass" 

this J.ine, q2 and the momentum transfer \(..t are varying along 
11 '\ 

singularities represent the whose intersections with the lines of 

various contributions to the dispersive sum. 

Let·us inspect very quickly the corrections to the Callan
I 

Treiman relation, which appear in Eq. (12). The higher commu.tato.r 

[~,Q1 ·is essential in order to get rid of the pion crossed 
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mass singularity 

tl(fYI1\<. +'m" lot], 

2. 1.. l. ( \2-
at '1.. ::'lTI]C ) k. =\.'YVlk+f'r'YlIl.}' proportional to 

whose appearance would prevent us the possibility 

to extrapolate· the Callan-Treiman relation to a single physical 

point. Such a commutator . i~ of course, outside the current 

algebra frame; so)th,is is the ideal case where to test models 

of chiral SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry breaking. We have, moreover, 

kinematical corrections (which are seen to work in the right 

direction but to be not enough) and a dispersive continuum 

which might be, as a matter of fact, an 0 (1YYI1\ -e"tl'lT1)t"J, since the 

integrat.ion threshold is 0 C t'ffi1Cl • A quantitative discussion 

of yhe corrections is not easy: opinions are diverging, and. 

so far, a definite conclusion has not been reached. For example, 

on the basis of simple, model dependent estimates, Banerj~e(7) 
has claimed that the Callan-Treiman relation(namely,approximate 

chiral SUeZ) x Suez) symmetry) and the experimental data can 

be compatible: a dip of t(\<,..2.) somewhere around \(.l.=tmk-l\'YIjd~ 
is required. This conclusion, which has received support from 

several other authors, is tackled by the opponent party, trying 

to interpret data rather in terms of near SU(3). Anyway, a good 

experimental information on f C 1<.2) near the edge of the physic;.l 

region would be of much h·elp in clarify'ing things. The situation 

concerning tCIC) is sketched, qualitatively, in Fig.· 2; 

The second method which I would like to mention starts 

from the .SU(3) x SU(3) light-cone algebra, and has been developed 
(8) 

by G. Furlan and myself • Light-cone physics has represented one 

of the most exciting topics of these recent times and shows nice 

features of simplicity. Being not willing to enter details, ~ 

limit to remind that it seems reasonable to abstract the light

cone current commutation relations from the free qua"rk model (9). 

One of the arguments in favour of this assumption is that this 

model has been already successful in suggesting the SU(3) x SU(3) 

35:; 
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equal-time algebra of' charges (and, perhaps, of divergenc.es). 

( + ~ . (. o· 0) 
As a result, introducing the operators X- ="6 \x. ±X I 

X'i.. E (Xl, xR.)) : '+ _..... . 
(' .., ·.\.C~ X- -~l. XJ.h ,+( ). 

Qo... ('1, X-t) = J ~ X- cI X J. e. ' . Va.. X 

. (+ ~ -') l' (13) 
Q",-(~,X+)= ~ clx-d><,Le. ... '9 X--~l.)C,J. Ao...C'Io.) 

~e have at disposal the 5U(3) x 5U(3) light-cone algebra 

l q""c~,X'~\ Q,'oO<'/I<.-t)} = ·~tq.b(. QC(~t\c.,X"\") 

LQ.o".('1,X4"),QbCk/X~)1 ~ ~·t .. b~QcC~+k,X+) (14) 

[Qo".l\X +J I Qb (k I x+)1 = ~t~~c. .Qc. C.tt~ k, x+) 
The importance of defining the operators Q~ CQ",- in Eq. (13) 

+ ~ I . 
stems fl;'om the fact that at 9 = ~.I.=O they coincide, for 

conserved currents, with the familiar 5U(3) x 5U(3) charges 

Q. ~ rd~ J °Cx) and therefore, ·· .. while 'being appropriate to · 

light-cone kinematics,· they are of use in dealing with partial 

conservation properties when the symmetry is broken. 

The procedure, now, very similar to the previous one, 
• 

consists in saturating the simple algebraic 'structure (14). 

The result which is derived for K13 decay is the modified 

ver~ion of Eq. (12) : 

i.·(i +~ '\ fl(M1I<.-m?i':J~J + . ~ C~" J :: 
2- (l'YI1c. ) . 

_ + k. tk 
~f\ .t f,/~) 

where ~r.:(o) = t_C'Vl1r.=·O) is the value of 
. Ie 

given by the 

Goldberger-Treiman relation, exactly valid for massless 
,.-.J • 

a~d ~ ( 1\')1 n.) , whose explicit expression this time I 

pions, 

omit, 

represents, again, a dispersive continuum of order~~. Having 
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started from a light-cone commutator, the dispersive li,ne' is, in 
,. 

this case,the straight line, represented in Fig. 1, of 'equation 

I'VY\ - ~ ." k~ + 
rYYl ~ - fYV11.c. 

Actually, the straight'line can be obta{ned from the parabola, 

characteristic of the equal-time method, as a degenerate case, 

by taking an appropriate limit which requires, for consistency, 

the convergence of fonn fac~Qrs at infinity"The straight line, 
'2. ~ Q. 

moreover, does not touch the soft"':pion point 9:= 0J k.. ~ m 1<,'. 

which means that in the present method we get the separation 
r-

of the result into a finite part plus ~C~~1 corrections only 

after that the soft~pion limit has been imposed, in a sense~ 

like 'a constraint; · th.is is why ~r-.CO) appears in Eq. (15). Apart 

from this difficulty ·in handling the soft-:pion limit ffrlC:::: 0, 

the fact of working along a straight line is really an advantage, 

since the lines of singularities are met only once (and not 

twice), and this results, in a remarkable simplification in 
,r-J 

• 
the set of graphs contributing to S ('YYl7( ').. Looking at Fig. 1 

we 'see that crossed mass singularities are excluded; asa 

consequence, the pion.crossed contribut~on, which I mentioned . 
be.fore, is disposed of from the beginning, and we directly 

get a prediction at a single physical point without introducing 
. . L 

higher, model dependent commutators.· Furthermore, the ,\-channel 
l. t. 

(lines ~ ~ M~ ) should be strongly depressed, since· form factors 

'are evaluated at large (timelike) momentum transfer, of order 

1. / IYY\ 7C ' whil~ simplifications are possible in the \c..~channel 
• 2. . 2. • Of. ) . 

(ll.nes k = M,",), where momentum transfers are 1.,M1,.. Now, to be 

quantitative, we could try a 

data, neglecting, as a first 

comparison ·of Eq.(17) with experimental ,..., 
approximation, the ~ (I\"rlrr)effects and 

exploiting only kinematical coefficients, corrections to the 

Goldberger-Treiman relation included. The result is that the 
.. 
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figures (5) and (6) are pretty well repreduced 

accerding' to. the alternative 'values ef A + : 

since we find, 

1(0) ~ -D.1-r 

1 LO) ~ - o. b 5' 
This is net very cenclusive, ef 

frem a simple-minded estimate is 

'A+ -= o. 0 ~ s 
A+:: o.o~~ 
ceurse, and the indicatien ceming 

,."... 

that theSC"mrrJeffects might be 

sizeable, altheugh net dramatic. Se,let us censider the figures 

(17), at least, as an' enceuraging indicatien. 

An alternative and interesting light-cene appreach to. 
(10) 

K13 decay has been prepe'se~ by Brandt and Preparata , who. 

find, am eng ether things 

(18 ) 

In their methed light-cene cemmutaters are used in cennectien 

with apprepriate ' finite-energy sum rules in the "mass" variable 

9t~ and play, essent.ially, a rele. analegeus to. that ef 

Regge peles in cenventienal dispersien relatiens. The dispersive 

lines are, in this case, referring tp Fig. 1, the vertical 
~ ~ ~ . ~ 

lines k = rm7l. and k ::. "ffi ~. It is very difficult to. establish 
• 

cennectiens (if any) with eur appreach. We think that eur methed 
• 

is mere ecenemical and invelves, in practice, very little ef 

the light-cene appreach, since the simple "charge-charge" algebra 

(14) is taken as the starting .peint •. Brandt and Preparata, en 

the ether hand, use higher, medel dependent cemmutaters, which they 

. abstract frem the simple medel ef Gell-Mann, Oakes and Renner 

in their treatment, therefere, the bilecal operaters appear 

to. play the fundamental rele, and mere results are ebtained,' 

as a test ef mere assumptiens. 
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Figure captions' 

Fig. 1 _. -'- equal-time parabola 

light-cone path Eq. (16) . 

- - - - lines of singularities 
2 M~,'k2= M2. q = 

n m _ .. _1._ lines of Ref. ( 10) 

Fig. 2 The divergence form factor f (k
2

) • 
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